LEARNING THROUGH FOOTBALL
OFF THE PITCH AND INTO THE CLASSROOM

Modern Languages
Learning a new language encourages children and
young people to broaden their horizons as they
explore the language and its associated culture.

Welcome to Glasgow – a supporter’s guide
to host city Glasgow 2020.
Writing Lit -26a, -28a

Travelling fans. How much would it cost to travel
between host cities? Maybe a budget challenge.
Money – MNU -09a, -09b

People, society, economy and business – SOC -16a

Through my learning of a new language:
• I gain a deeper understanding of my first language and
appreciate the richness and interconnected nature of languages
• I enhance my understanding and enjoyment of other cultures
and of my own and gain insights into other ways of thinking
and other views of the world
• I develop skills that I can use and enjoy in work and leisure
throughout my life.

Include the phrase ‘Welcome to Glasgow’ in
the languages of national teams competing
in UEFA EURO 2020.
Using knowledge about language MLAN -11a, 11c
Organising and using information MLAN -13, 13a

Curriculum for Excellence – Modern Languages: Experiences and Outcomes

Learn about the unique skills, qualities and abilities of various
roles in and around football, e.g. referee, physio, warm-up coach
sports psychologist, reporter etc.
Planning for choices and change HWB 20a

What is the rate of exchange between these
currencies? How does that impact on a budget
for travelling between cities/games?
Create/Present a table/info graph of comparative
prices across various hosting nations e.g;
-Food & Drink
-Local Travel
-Accommodation
-Sightseeing etc.

Football fans from across Europe may travel to
Glasgow for UEFA EURO 2020 - what are perhaps
the most essential languages to include in a
‘Welcome to Glasgow’ guide? (Tip - EURO 2020
fixture guide might be a useful place to start).
Translate bank of useful social phrases e.g.
‘Hello’, ‘Thank You’, ‘My Name is…’ using the
most essential languages visiting Glasgow.

Interpreter – build up a bank of football phrases that might be
required by a coach, manager or player new to a language.

What currencies are used across the host
nations of UEFA EURO 2020?

Listening for information MLAN -01b
Listening and talking with others MLAN -02a, -02b

Using knowledge about language MLAN -11a, 11b, 11c, 11d

LITERACY
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SCIENCE

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

MATHS & NUMERACY

EXPRESSIVE ARTS

TECHNOLOGIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

Organising and using information MLAN -13, 13a
Reading to appreciate other cultures MLAN -09a

LEARNING THROUGH FOOTBALL
OFF THE PITCH AND INTO THE CLASSROOM

Cooking footballers’ food – try preparing
a pre match meal.
Food and Textile – TCH -04c

How could fans, players and officials be more ECO
friendly during the tournament? Possible factors
to research and consider:
- Practicalities of travel by electric/sea?
- Food waste?
- Use of plastics?
- Use of energy at venues?

Food and health – HWB -28a

Create your own UEFA EURO 2020
song/jingle.
Music EXA -18a
Create your own UEFA EURO 2020
song/jingle. Music EXA -18a

Learn about famous landmarks around
host cities – especially those used in
EURO 2020 host city logos.
People, place and environment – SOC -14a

Energy sources and sustainability – SCN -04a

Learn about popular dishes, ingredients
and/or drinks from across Europe. You
might even be able to use some of these
in your footballer’s pre match meal.

People, place and environment – SOC -08a, -09a
Impact, contribution and relationship of technologies
on business, the economy, politics and the
environment – TCH -06a

Are there are any differing eating habits
that footballers representing various
nations may have?
What about providing for various
cultures/religions from across Europe?

Martin Garrix is the Official UEFA Euro
2020 Music Artist.
The genre of music Martin Garrix creates
is very popular in his home country.

Find out what these landmarks are
called in the national language.
There may also be another name the
landmark is known by locally.
Organising and using information MLAN -06,

What genre is this and where is Martin
Garrix from?
Investigate the ‘ECO friendly’ habits of countries
from across Europe.

Reading to appreciate other cultures MLAN -09a

How do people become more ‘ECO friendly’
in their home country?

Find out some of the other popular
musicians/genres from other
countries as well as traditional musical
instruments from across Europe.
Reading to appreciate other cultures MLAN -09a

- Education?
- Attitudes?
- Law?
Are there any environmental laws/opportunities
that visiting tourists/fans should be aware
of/observe in various cities/countries hosting
EURO 2020 matches?
Reading to appreciate other cultures MLAN -09a
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